Structural changes and orientation of organically modified montmorillonite (Mt) were investigated by employing synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering. Mt was modified with various cationic compound [3-(methacryloylamino)propyl]-trimethyl ammonium chloride (MPTC) contents (1.5, 3, 6, 12, and 18 CEC (cation exchange capacity) per 1 CEC of Mt). There are two types of modified Mt structures, lateral monolayer and paraffin type monolayer, in accordance with the MPTC contents. A paraffin-type monolayer is more dominant than a lateral monolayer for efficient packing of MPTC between Mt layers as the MPTC contents increase. In 10 wt % of the modified Mt series oriented in 1 M of polyacrylamide aqueous solution using a magnetic field (1.2 Tesla), the modified Mt series oriented parallel to the magnetic field within 200 s.
Introduction
Inorganic and organic nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted considerable attention in chemical (Liu et al., 2015; Kitajima et al., 2013) , physical (Kojima et al., 1993a (Kojima et al., , 1993b Schexnailder and Schmidt, 2009) , and biological applications (Greenland, 1963) over the decades. It is because of the advantage of being able to control easily the microstructure in designing suitable engineering materials at the nanoscale level. Studies for well-controlled arrangement and distribution of NPs have been effective in improving the thermal (Rao and Blanton, 2008) , electronic (Kitajima et al., 2013; Park et al., 2006) , and mechanical properties of nanocomposites (Giannelis et al., 1999; Alexandre and Dubois, 2000; Choi et al., 2004) . The control of NP structures is important in regard to achieving superb effectiveness in their use as a minimum filler. The precise morphological control of NPs enables the application of high functionality in, for example, engineered aerospace structures, electronic materials, and optical grating.
Montmorillonite (Mt) belongs to aluminum silicate clays of the smectite group and is known to have useful properties in polymer nanocomposites. A 2:1 type layered silicate of Mt consists of an octahedral alumina or magnesia sheet sandwiched between two tetrahedral sheets (Pinnavaia, 1983) . The silica sheets bond with positive ions such as Na þ , Ca 2þ , or K þ on their surfaces. Mt has a high surface charge, cation exchange capability, and large specific surface area. Mt in clay-polymer nanocomposites also provides a large contact surface between the polymer and clay. The polymer-clay nanocomposites can be greatly improved in terms of mechanical properties (Lan and Pinnavaia, 1994; Sheng et al., 2004; Buxton and Balazs, 2002) , dimensional stability (Gusev and Lusti, 2001) , and thermal resistance (Rao and Blanton, 2008) . However, Mt is incompatible with many hydrophobic polymers because of the presence of the positive ions, hydrophilic surface, and strong interaction between the layers. The organophilicity of the clay can be increased by exchange of the positive ions with organic cations or surfactant treatment (Yano et al., 1993; Gilman et al., 2000) . The space between the layers of ion-exchanged Mt also increases. The ion-exchanged Mt can help the process of not only hydrophilic but also hydrophobic polymer chain intercalation within the clay mineral layer. At this time, the molar characteristics of ion-exchanged surfactants, such as the amount and length of substitute molecules, affects the Mt structure (Wang et al., 2001; Lagaly, 1979 Lagaly, , 1981 1986; Zanetti et al., 2002) . By using X-ray diffraction and FTIR, Richard reported that layer space decreases as the chain packing density decreases and the available specific surface area of the molecule increases (Vaia et al., 1994) . The dependence of the interlayer structure on the chain length of primary alkyl amines (C n H 2nþ1 NH 2 ) was shown by a lateral monolayer appearing for n ¼ 6, lateral bilayer for n ¼ 9-12, and paraffin-type monolayer for n ¼ 13-18 (Vaia et al., 1994) . In the nanofilled systems, the oriented nanoparticle is considered as important for substantial improvements in mechanical (Sheng et al., 2004; Buxton and Balazs, 2002) , barrier (Gusev and Lusti, 2001) , electrical (Liu et al., 2015) , and thermal properties (Rao and Blanton, 2008) in comparison with random dispersions. Some researchers reported Mt oriented parallel or perpendicular to the film surface in clay composites by a strong magnetic field, and the oriented clay composites indicated different conductivity along the orientation direction of Mt (Kitajima et al., 2013; Koerner et al., 2004 Koerner et al., , 2005 . Here, the orientation by magnetic field (Fischer et al., 2003) , is valuable because of its nondestructive nature compared with mechanical shearing (Sun et al., 2009 ) and electric fields (Kim et al., 2003; Park et al., 2006) , and it is particularly suitable for high-aspect-ratio materials, such as clays, fibers, and polymers (Velev, 2004) .
Therefore the structural characteristics of Mt in a solution media can be controlled through the relationship with cationic compound and the modified Mts are expected to have a significant impact on compatibility with polymer matrices. Furthermore, it is necessary to study the orientation of Mt as a basic research for improving the mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites. Here we have conducted a study on the orientation and modification of Mt as a preliminary step in the structural research of aligned polymer nanocomposites. In this study, [3-(methacryloylamino) propyl]-trimethyl ammonium chloride (MPTC) was used as a cation compound. Modified Mt is a structure in which MPTC is intercalated between Mt layers. The structure of the modified Mt powder with various concentrations of MPTC was investigated by using a synchrotron X-ray beam. The orientation process of the modified Mt series in magnetic fields was obtained by X-ray measurements in realtime, and the structural arrangements of cation monomers between the clay mineral layer and the orientation of the modified Mt by magnetic field were confirmed.
Experimental

Preparation of modified Mt nanoclay
Dried Na þ -Mt (Cloisite-Naþ, BMK Additives & Instruments) of 3 g was dispersed in 100 ml water with (3-(methacryloylamino)propyl)-trimethyl ammonium chloride (MPTC 50wt% solution in H 2 O, SigmaAldrich) for 24 h to enable exchange of sodium to MPTC. The cation exchange capacity (CEC) of Na þ -Mt is 75.2 mequiv/100 g. Here, the various MPTC concentrations were 1.5, 3, 6, 12, and 18 CEC based on Mt 1 CEC. A centrifugation process was repeated three times to obtain the modified Mt clay. The modified Mt powder was obtained below 53 μm by sifting after freeze-drying at room temperature for 24 h. The modified nanoclays with an MPTC content of 1.5 CEC, 3 CEC, 6 CEC, 12 CEC, and 18 CEC are referred to as M-M1.5, M-M3, M-M6, M-M12, and M-M18, respectively.
Thermal analysis
Thermal stability of the modified Mt was examined by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA; TGA N-1000, Scinco Co., Ltd) under a nitrogen gas atmosphere. The heating rate was done at 20 C/min from 25 C to 800 C. From the results of TGA displayed in Fig. 1 , water evaporation at 100 C and the thermal degradation of MPTC at 200-600 C were confirmed. A quantitative comparison can not be made since it is difficult to distinguish between MPTC and Mt, but the decomposition mass tends to increase with increasing MPTC content.
Modified Mt in polyacrylamide aqueous solution for orientation
Of the modified Mt, 10 wt% was dispersed by sonication in 1 M of polyacrylamide (400,000-800,000 g/mol, Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) aqueous solution. The orientation of the modified Mt by a magnetic field was carried out in the polyacrylamide solution. A permanent magnet with a strength of 1.2 Tesla was used for the orientation. The magnetic field was applied to the solution at room temperature for 15 min.
SAXS measurements for the structural analysis of layered nanoclays
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were carried out at the 4C beam-line in the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in South Korea. Beam energy was 19.6 keV (wavelength: 0.633 Å) and exposure time was 15 s. The two-dimensional (2D) SAXS patterns were recorded by a CCD detector (Rayonix SX165, USA). Sample-to-detector distances were fixed at 0.5 m. The scattering angles for SAXS were calibrated by silver behenate. Aluminum (Al) holder (thickness: 1 mm) with an Al foil cover (thickness: 15 μm) was used. The holder was placed on the magnet as shown in Fig. 2a and X-ray measurements were carried out every 20 s for 15 min.
Orientation parameter
Herman's orientation parameter (f) was used to determine the orientation of the Mt nanoclays induced by magnetic field in the polyacrylamide aqueous solution. Herman's orientation parameter can be defined as (Alexander, 1969; Patil et al., 2009; Chu et al., 2014) :
The term <cos 2 Ф > can be calculated by:
where I(Ф) is the intensity distribution around the azimuthal angle at maximum scattering intensity, as shown in Fig. 2a . The intensity values used in the calculation for Herman's orientation parameter are taken azimuthally in an anticlockwise direction from the azimuthal angle 0 -90 . For perfect parallel and perpendicular orientation regarding the magnetic field direction, the values are 1 and -0.5, respectively. The value is 0 when Mt clay is randomly oriented.
Results and discussion
Structure of layered MPTC-modified Mt nanoclays
Modification of Mt is an important process in the application of clay as a filler in a polymer matrix or cross-linking agents in hydrogel. A dvalue of the modified Mt generally increases by the intercalation of the cation monomer, which can be observed by small angle X-ray scattering. SAXS images of Na þ -Mt and the modified Mts with various MPTC contents (1.5 CEC, 3 CEC, 6 CEC, 12 CEC, 18 CEC) are shown in Fig. 3a . All the samples, except for M-M18, clearly show the ring patterns, which indicate the random orientation of the modified Mt plates. The X-ray scattered intensity of M-M18 in Fig. 3a -vi concentrates to the equator, indicating the orientation of the modified Mt nanoclay. It is believed to be a "preferred orientation" caused by the shape of the particles. It can be very difficult for the microcrystal like plate or needle shapes in the powder sample to form random orientation because of the tendency for the crystallites to be oriented in one way (Ho et al., 1999) . The modified Mt having the plate-like shapes is also considered to be oriented in a particular direction. The preferred orientation controlled by gravity sedimentation, the suction method, and dry pressing has been studied for the orientation of clays such as kaolinite and illite (Niskanen, 1964; Gibbs, 1965; Zevin and Viaene, 1990) . In addition, studies on inducing the orientation of the polymer on the clay surface have also been reported using the preferred orientation of clay-polymer composites (Rao and Blanton, 2008; Li and Zhao, 2011; Chu et al., 2014) . 1-D intensity profiles derived from the SAXS images in Fig. 3a are illustrated in Fig. 3b . The q value (q ¼ 2π/d-value) of the reflection becomes smaller with the increase of MPTC content. The unmodified Na þ -Mt shows a weak reflection of (001) at 0.51 Å À1 corresponding to a dvalue of 1.22 nm (Fig. 3b-i) . The modified Mt nanoclays of (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) show a reflection at 0.43 Å À1 corresponding to a d-value of 1.48 nm, which was smaller than that of the unmodified Mt. The reflected intensity at 0.43 Å À1 decreased with the increase in MPTC content. In addition, a reflection at 0.32 Å À1 corresponding to a d-value of 1.97 nm is shown in (iv) and (v), and the intensity of this reflection increases with MPTC content. On further increase of MPTC content, the reflection at 0.43 Å À1 disappears, but the reflections at 0.30 Å À1 and 0.59 Å À1 appear in (vi) (the d-value is 2.12 nm and 1.06 nm, respectively). Here, the -fluorohectorite and excess alkylammonium salt, also increases as the alkyl chain length increases (Vaia et al., 1994) . The lateral monolayer, bilayer, and paraffin-type structures were shown in accordance with the number of carbons, 6, 9, and 13, respectively.
The layered structure of the modified Mt is closely related to the structure and the amount of the intercalated MPTC molecules. The MPTC molecule consists of two parts, a head group of three methyls and a body group of an alkyl chain. The length of the MPTC chain is about 1.56 nm and the thickness is about 0.51 nm. As shown in Fig. 3c-i , the thickness of Na þ -Mt is about 0.96 nm (Choi et al., 2004) . Our results from the SAXS data suggest that the structure of Na þ -Mt and the MPTC-modified Mt can be roughly classified into two types, lateral monolayer (LM) and paraffin type-monolayer (PM I and PM II) (Fig. 3c) . The MPTC monomer in M-M1.5 and M-M3 is parallel to the Mt surface, as shown by the LM in Fig. 3c -ii, based on the interlayer space being 0.52 nm. The M-M6 and M-M12 with larger interlayers than the MPTC thickness show the PM I structure (Fig. 3c-iii) . The MPTC molecule in this paraffin-type Table 1 Arrangement types of MPTC-modified Mt nanoclays.
Sample Type monolayer is tilted to the Mt surface. In addition, the two reflections in the SAXS data of M-M6 and M-M12 indicate the coexistence of both LM and PM I structures. The tilted angle of PM II in M-M18 is larger than PM I. The reflection of (002) the plane on M-M18 means the high order of the PM II structure, but the LM type is not detected. The arrangement types of the MPTC-modified Mt nanoclays are shown in Table 1 . LM of the modified Mt changes into PM with the increase in the intercalated MPTC content. It is noteworthy that MPTC molecules between the Mt layers arrange in tilted states for effective packing.
Orientation of MPTC-modified Mt nanoclays by magnetic field
M-M nanoclays were dispersed in the polyacrylamide aqueous solution. Here, to maintain stably the orientation of the layered M-M nanoclays, 1 M polyacrylamide aqueous solution was selected to provide appropriate viscosity in this system. The direction of orientation of M-M3 changes irregularly when the measuring point of the X-ray changes every 0.5 mm without the magnetic field as displayed in Fig. 4a . The SAXS images of M-M3 in the polyacrylamide aqueous solution showed oriented patterns similar to those of the M-M18 powder that were attributed to the preferred orientation (Fig. 3a-vi) . However, it was found that each domain of M-M3 was randomly oriented in the polymer aqueous solution. These polydomain structures can be also shown in polymeric elastomers with liquid crystal structures, which combine the anisotropy of liquid crystals with the elasticity of polymer networks (Ortiz et al., 1998; Hiraoka et al., 2004; Urayama et al., 2009; Na et al., 2014) .
The real-time X-ray scattering images for the M-M3 sample in the polyacrylamide aqueous solution measured under a magnetic field of 1.2 Tesla are shown in Fig. 4b . Here, the direction of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the image. In the image measured at 60 s, the center of the reflection is observed at about 140 (320 ). It can be seen that the scatter pattern moves in the equatorial direction over time (the images after 200 s are not shown). That is, the surface of M-M3 is oriented in a direction parallel to the direction of the magnetic field. Although the image at 60 s for each sample shows different orientations, which correspond to the preferred orientation, it clearly shows that the surface of M-M3 moves in a direction parallel to the direction of the magnetic field. The nanoclay within the magnetic field shows the universal alignment response of clay plates with the principal axis parallel to or perpendicular to the magnetic field. For example, a 6 wt % concentration of a Southern Clay Mt (Cloisite NA, 92 mequiv/100 g) exchanged with octadecylammonium halides in epoxy (Epon 862/W) nanocomposites was oriented by a 1.2 Tesla magnet field for about 10 min (Koerner et al., 2005) . The result of this study shows about three times faster orientation although the solution media is different. The position of the reflection can be confirmed in detail through the azimuthal intensity profiles obtained from each scattering pattern (Fig. 4c) . The reflection is observed at around 140 (320 ) in 60 s and then moves with time to finally near 180 (360 ) in 200 s. This phenomenon was reproducible in repeated experiments under the same condition. These results clearly show that the M-M3 nanoclay is rotated by the magnetic field and oriented parallel to the direction of the magnetic field. Here, the interlayer distance is fixed to 1.48 nm, so that there is no influence of the magnetic field on the interlayer distance (Fig. 4d) . The change of the angle of the reflection over time from the difference of the azimuthal angle 0 is shown in Fig. 5a . The data for M-M1.5 at 60 s and 80 s could not be obtained experimentally because the azimuthal intensity distribution was very heterogeneous. For M-M1.5 and M-M6, the surface direction of the MPTC-modified clay was initially parallel to the direction of the magnetic field at 60 s, but the data for M-M3, M-M12, and M-M18 gradually converged to 0, and the orientation direction changed parallel to the magnetic field. The tendency was also evident in the orientation parameters, although the value change was small. The orientation parameter value was close to the value of 0 indicating isotropy at 60 s, and it gradually increased so that the scattering intensity was concentrated in the equatorial direction, that is, in a direction parallel to the direction of the magnetic field (Fig. 5b) .
Conclusion
Mt clay was organically modified, and structural change with intercalation by MPTC and orientation by a magnetic field in an aqueous polymer solution were investigated based on X-ray scattering experiments. From the results, it can be assumed that MPTC penetrates between the clay mineral layers and shows a lateral monolayer parallel to the Mt surface and two paraffin type monolayer structures with inclined angles. The monolayers with various structures were seen at different levels of MPTC content. The lateral monolayer was shown at the low level of MPTC content, and the monolayer and MPTC were present at the same level as the paraffin type monolayer for efficient packing. Above this level, only the paraffin type monolayer was present, and the inclination angle of MPTC further increased. The orientation of MPTC-Mt on the aqueous polymer solution was locally different. However, this orientation changes in a direction parallel to a magnetic field when under the magnetic field. Also, regardless of the structure of the MPTC-Mt, it tends to align in a direction parallel to the direction of the magnetic field under a magnetic field. These changes occur at about 200 s or less and show that MPTC-Mt can be rapidly oriented in aqueous polymer solution even at a relatively weak 1.2 Tesla. Further study on the characteristics of the oriented polymer gels using modified Mt by cationic organic material as a cross-linking agent are in progress. 
